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1. Introduction. For turbulence produced behind the grid in a wind tunnel, Taylor1

introduced the assumption that the spatial pattern of turbulent motion is carried past

a fixed point by the mean wind speed without any essential change. The assumption

has been applied to connect the time spectrum with space correlation, and Taylor found

indeed good agreement between theory and experiment.

The success of Taylor's hypothesis in the case of wind tunnel turbulence has led

people to use it also for shear flow. This is obviously a tentative step until justification

can be found. In wind-tunnel turbulence, the justification of this hypothesis is essen-

tially based upon the follbwing two conditions:

(a) the main flow is uniform,

(b) the level of turbulence is low.

One purpose of this paper is to demonstrate this justification explicitly as a basis for a

similar discussion for shear flow, in which case neither of these conditions are as well

satisfied. It seems plausible that an eddy of considerable size would change considerably

by the shearing motion while it is carried past a given point by the main flow. In §6,

estimates are made for the limitation, due to this cause, of the eddy size in the boundary

layer, to which Taylor's hypothesis can be applied; and it appears that the major part

of the shear contributing fluctuations are of such low time frequencies that Taylor's

hypothesis cannot be immediately justified for its use in the determination of their space

scale.

In preparation for the analysis of Taylor's hypothesis, it is necessary to give an

estimate of the orders of magnitude of the various acceleration terms in the equations of

motion. Such an estimate also gives us some insight into the nature of turbulence. The

analysis is carried out in §§2-5. One main point is to estimate the acceleration due to

pressure gradient. This is first done in §2 in a general manner without using Heisenberg's

specific hypothesis2 of the independence of the various harmonic components of velocity

fluctuations. In §§3-4, general analyses are made of the correlation of the various accelera-

tion terms. All the correlations are expressed explicitly in terms of double and triple
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velocity correlations and certain two-point quadruple correlations. In §5, Heisenberg's

hypothesis is used in the equivalent form given by Batchelor3 for correlation functions,

and his results for pressure correlations are reproduced by a slightly different deriva-

tion. In addition, we have calculated the magnitudes of the inertial acceleration and

the instantaneous local acceleration. At large Reynolds numbers, they are the dominant

terms in the equations of motion, the acceleration due to pressure forces being negligible

in comparison. This suggests that, in a sense, the fluid particles are moving with very

little interaction among them. Speculations based on this notion should be made

cautiously.

2. Pressure fluctuations. The fluctuations of pressure are related to those of velocity

through the equations of motion. By making use of the hypothesis of independence of the

harmonic components of the velocity fluctuations, Heisenberg obtained certain relations,

in the case of isotropic turbulence, connecting the spectrum of the pressure fluctuations

with the spectrum for kinetic energy. An equivalent development using correlation

functions was later given by Batchelor. In this section, we shall develop two relations

regarding pressure fluctuations without making specific assumptions.

The fluctuations of velocity u< and pressure p satisfy the Navier-Stokes equations

dUi dUi 1 dp . .
"TT + Mi T— = a + " , (2.1)dt dXj p dXi

and the equation of continuity

£=°> <2-2>

where p is the density of the fluid, v is the kinematic viscosity coefficient, and x.'s are

the coordinates of a point P. By multiplying (2.1) with the pressure fluctuation p' at

another point p', and taking averages, we obtain

where we have made use of the relations

(p' = 0, and (p' AUi) = 0 (2.4)

since they are solenoidal tensors of the first rank4 . From (2.3), we see that

<-;£<*£>-<(-;gX~£)>
(either with or without summation with respect to the index i). We shall introduce the

notation

du^ 1 dp
Oii = Uj TV i = —.

dx/ p dXi

Then, (2.5) can be written as

(71-.a!) = (iTiir'), (2.6)

which yields

(fl-.a.) = (wiiTi). (2.7)
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Thus, the correlation of inertial acceleration and the acceleration due to pressure gradient

is equal to the mean square of the latter. By Schwarz inequality,

(TT^)2 < (ir'M*2)

we have then

(I 7T, I2) < <| a, I2), (2.8)

giving an upper bound for the pressure gradient in terms of velocity correlations. It

may be expected that

<| a, I2) ~ (u2)2/\2

so that (| T{ |2) cannot be larger than the order of {(u))2/ X2. Thus, all the terms in

(1.1) are limited to this order of magnitude for reasonable large Reynolds numbers,

since, in that case, ((vA u-f) is definitely of a smaller order of magnitude.

For very large Reynolds numbers, one may get the order of magnitude of (| x; |2)

by extending Kormogoroff's concept to include pressure fluctuations. If we assume

that 1/p2 {{p — p')2) depends, for small values of r, only on the velocity scale v = (ve)I/4

and the length scale y = (v3/e)1/i, where e is the rate of energy dissipation, then

A <(P - P'f) = v*F(r/t]), (2.9)
p

where F is a universal function of its argument. From this, it follows that

F"<0>

or

?((!)"> e..o)

This is in conformity with the result obtained above. Equation (2.10) has been previously

obtained by Heisenberg with a specific value for the constant, but the derivation depends

on specific assumptions. Batchelor used an equivalent set of assumptions, but he also

pointed out that these assumptions may be questionable for small distances. Since the

evaluation of the magnitude of the pressure gradient definitely depends on pressure

correlations at small distances, it seems desirable that an independent argument be given.

In the following, we shall examine all the acceleration terms in the equations of

motion.

3. Some remarks on isotropic tensors of rank two. We shall first develop a few

general relations for isotropic tensors of the second rank, which will be useful for follow-

ing developments. Robertson4 has shown that such a tensor can always be represented

by

Ru = Ri(r) y" + R2(r)8ik , (3.1)

where ({, , £2 , &>) are the coordinates, and

r2 = + & + (s ■ (3.2)
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Thus, there are two scalar functions required for the definition of such a tensor. He has

also shown that, for a tensor of vanishing divergence (a solenoidal tensor), there is only

one defining scalar function. These results are generalizations of those for velocity correla-

tions given by von Karman5. The general form of such a tensor is

«»- -if «•+("+ifK-
There is another kind of tensor defined by only one scalar function. This is constructed

by starting with a single scalar function P(r) and perform the gradient operation twice;

thus,

p" - ft- (3-4)
Such a tensor shall be called a gradient tensor. By carrying out the calculations indicated

in (3.4), we find

+ Gs<*> G = p'W/r- (3-5)
r or

By comparing (3.3) and (3.5), it is clear that a solenoidal tensor is a gradient tensor

if both the conditions

are satisfied. Then

= r = F
dr 2 dr' ^ 2 dr

t? i dFF + r — = const.,
dr

and hence

F = Cx + (3.6)

If we are restricted to tensors finite everywhere, the only tensors which are both

a solenoidal tensor and a gradient tensor are constant multiples of the Kronecker delta

Sih.

From the number of scalar functions involved, it seems reasonable to expect that

a general correlation tensor of rank two can be expressed as the sum of one gradient part and

one solenoidal part. We shall now show that this can be done in a unique manner, if all

the tensors vanish for r —> °°.

First, if there were two such decompositions, then

Ra = + Qu = P<V + Q!'\

and

A — P(1) — P(2) — nm — Oa>
<±ik — C ill Jr ik — Vift Vii:

is both a gradient tensor and a solenoidal tensor, since linear combinations of such

tensors obviously retain the original properties (c/.(3.3) and (3.5)). Thus, A,* can only
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be a multiple of Sik . However, by letting r —»°°, it is clear that the constant multiplier

must be zero. Hence, the uniqueness of our decomposition is proved.

The decomposition is effected by setting

j? dR, = r —
dr (e - !)• \

(3.7)

which yields

'--i&

°--l {?

r\R\ + 3P2) rfr - ^ ^ rfrj,

f r\R, + 3P2) dr+2 [ ^
«/ r J r T

(3.8)

For convenience of reference, some of the properties of gradient and solenoidal

tensors are summarized in the following table.

Gradient tensor Pit Solenoidal tensor

General form

•P.* = ~ "TT
r or

(P' = rG)

- "Sf

+(F + If)s"

Defining scalar

(flu for £, = (r, 0, 0))

P"(r) = G + r^ F(r)

Laplacian

A

AP
_ . a2F 4 dF
~~> dr2 r dr

Trace AP = 3(? + r ^
dr

3F + '%

If Pik and Qik are the components of the general tensor Rik , then F and G are given

by (3.8) and the traces of Pik and Qik are given by

AP = (R, + P2) - 2

?Jr{rF) = +2R* + 2

ft*. \
r?*f

(3.9)
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4. Correlation of the acceleration terms in the equations of motion. The equations

of motion

dUi . dUi 1 dp . ,. 1N
T7 + u> = — V +v Au' (4-1)
dt dXj p dXi

contain the four types of terms

a,- = §, (4.2)

... = «, g, (4.3)

Hi = v Aw,- ■ (4.5)

Among them, sixteen two-point correlations can be formed. By symmetry, only ten of

them are distinct. Two of them, namely

<ir,a£) and (?r,M0,

are identically zero, since they can be expressed in terms of the solenoidal tensors {pa'k)

and (pu'k) which are identically zero themselves. We are, therefore, left with eight in-

dependent tensors.

By forming correlations of (4.1) at P(x{) with each of the four vectors (4.2) — (4.5)

at the other point P'(x,), we obtain four relations among the eight tensors, thus reducing

the number of independent tensors to four. For systematic analysis, we may choose these

to be (ciidl), («,«*), (tt.ttI.) and (m.Ma)- The other tensors are then expressible in terms

of these as follows:

(a,«0 = (a,al) = J{-<a,af> + M ~ Vik), (4.6)

(a,ir'k) = (iridic) = 0, (4.7)

<a,M0 = M = ilid.dl) + M) - Va], (4.8)

(a,ir'k) = (it iOt'k) = (4.9)

M = M) = i{-<a,af) + + V ik], (4.10)

(ir,n'k) = (li.Tr't) = 0, (4.11)

where Vik is given by

M) = (ttt7r'-) + Vik . (4.12)

We notice that, from (4.6), Vik is a tensor of vanishing divergence. On the other hand

(x,7Ti) is obviously a gradient tensor. Hence (4.12) is the decomposition of (a{a£) into

its component parts, and is, therefore, equivalent to two relations. These are given by

(3.8) of the last section, with the correspondence given by the following relations (£, =

x[ — Xi):

P(r) = (pp'

Rit = p (a.at)

)

ik , I

,«*}•/

Pa = p\-*
(4.13)

Q,k = "
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Thus, (wiTr't) and Vik are both expressible in terms of (a(a£). The independent tensors

are then (didl), (ata'k) and (m.mO-

Expression in terms of velocity correlations

We shall now show that all the above correlations can be expressed in terms of velocity

correlations. First, let us note that,

M) = "2AA(u.uO, (4.14)

(a,/4) = —vA ~ (UiUjU't), (4.15)
^s;

(ciiOti) = - d (UiUjUfa',). (4.16)
o?i

As mentioned above, (4.12) enables us to express both (ir,-7rJt) and Vik in terms of (a,a£).

Furthermore, (4.10) and (4.12) give

(ata'k) = (m.m*) ~ + (<*<<**) — (ir,-ir£) (4.17)

allowing (e^a*) to be expressible in terms of correlations of velocity components at a

given instant. The other equations in (4.6) — (4.10) then give all the other correlations.

Thus, there are altogether four scalar functions involved in expressing all the correla-

tions of accelerations; two of them are the usual double and triple velocity correlations

introduced by (4.14) and (4.15), and the other two relate to quadruple velocity correla-

tions, cf. (4.16).

Magnitude of various acceleration terms.

By contraction and putting £, = 0, into (4.9), (4.14), (4.16) and (4.17), we may

obtain the various quantities entering into the consideration of the magnitude of the

acceleration terms in (3.1). We obtain

(| TTk |2) = (atxt) < <| a, |2), (4.18)

(| fj-k |2> = 35v\u2)f0', (4.19)

M = +35 v(uT2K", (4-20)

(1I2) = - * , (4.21)
Ld£; Of/ J^o

(| ak |2) = 35p2(w2)2/o' - 70v{uT2K" + <| a* |2) - <| ^ |2), (4.22)

where f(r) and h{r) are the double and triple correlation functions introduced by von

Karman and Howarth, and the subscript zero denotes evaluation at r = 0. The second

relation in (4.18) is obtained by Schwarz's inequality, as noted in §1.

It is quite clear from (4.22) that for large R\ = u'x/v, the mean square value (| a{ |2)

of the magnitude of ak is at most of the order of (| ak |2), which may be estimated to be

of the order of (it2)2/X2. To make a closer analysis, one has to introduce suitable ap-

proximations for (| ak |2) and (| rk |2). This will be carried out in the next section. It is

convenient to put the above relations in dimensionless forms. For example, (4.22) may

be written as

(I a* !2) _ 35 . _ » (I |2) _ (i r> (,
<w2)2/x2 ~ ri ((r KxS) + (Uy/\2 (uy/\2' { )
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where

G = fo'X4, S = 2h'0"\3, (4.24)

and (4.19) may be written as

<1 M* I2) _ 35G
(w2)7x2 ~ Rl ■ [ )

5. Hypothesis for reducing the quadruple correlations. The above relations are all

exact. To get more useful results, we shall make use of the assumption3

(lliujutu',) = (UiU'tXUjUl) + (u-u[)-{u,u'k) + (UiUjXUkU',). (5.1)

Then (a,a'k) can be expressed in terms of a single double correlation function. The total

number of scalars involved would reduce to two, say /(r) and h{r). In fact, calculations*

show that

(5.2)
(u2)~2M) = (4s//'" + 14//" - 16/'2)({,£* - sSik)

- (4s//" + 14s/'2 + 10//')

where

s = r2, /' = etc. (5.3)

Then

<| ak I2) = 15(w2)2/X2. (5.4)

By (3.9), we may obtain A P from (5.1). Thus,

(p(m2))"2 AP(r) = 24 f f"(s) ds + 16s/'(s), (5.5)
J 00

which gives

(| Vp |2) = 24(p(w2))2 J" /,2(s) ds = 12(pw2)2 JJ (g)2 (5.6)

This formula for the pressure gradient was first obtained by Batchelor.

The magnitude of the other acceleration terms can then be easily obtained. We list

below all these relations in dimensionless form:

15, (5.7)(I )
W'-iih-"/;(!)' ?.
<1 f f)-s(c-BUD+i«-ia- r(i)*f. M35

<m2)2/X2 ~ Rlv" 1 Jo \dy) y

(i a , n/iw/n - i2x- (" (I)" ̂ +1 (c - a S) (5.10)

"It has been found convenient to introduce s = r2 as the variable in the process of calculation.
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where A, is the total acceleration

i . SU{ /- 1 1 \

•4' - IT + »' a? (511>

The symbol A„ is defined by (5.8) and has been estimated by Batchelor for various

Reynolds numbers. In particular, for very large Reynolds numbers, he found

\J\ = 0.11fli/2. (5.12)

This is in agreement with the general discussion given in §1, and shows that the pressure

gradient has a magnitude much smaller than the inertial acceleration.

6. Taylor's hypothesis. The above results will now be used to examine Taylor's

hypothesis. Consider first the case of a hot wire used to measure wind tunnel turbulence

behind a grid. To the extent that the field may be regarded as homogeneous and isotropic,

we may consider an observer moving with the mean wind speed U and reduce the problem

to that of a registering instrument carried at a velocity — U through a field of homo-

geneous isotropic turbulence at rest. Then, the instrument registers u{x + Ut , t), and

da _ du T j du

dt dt dx

is the time rate of change as observed by the instrument. Taylor's hypothesis that the

instrument registers the space variation is essentially based on the argument that

<(!)') «K(I)')' (6-2>
It is seen from the above analysis that this is indeed the case provided

^«1
V2« I-

To be more precise, (5.9) gives for large Reynolds numbers,

<(1)'):K(!)*)-5^ <6'3)
This may then serve as a guide for deciding on the accuracy of Taylor's hypothesis.

Note that the number 5 is obtained by using the specific hypothesis in §5, but it should

be correct in its order of magnitude.

Similar remarks apply to derivatives of higher orders.

Another way of looking at Taylor's hypothesis is to say that the main terms in the

equations of motion

dUi , T, dUi , dUi 1 dp , /a a\

-JT+Uto+U<*T,~ + <6'4)

are the first two, the others being much smaller in comparison. This is seen from the

rough argument that the pressure terms are of the same order or smaller than the con-

vective terms UjdUi/dXj as justified by the previous analysis. Indeed, the pressure terms

are often much smaller than indicated by such a crude argument.

For the case of shear flow, it is difficult to make an exact analysis, and one may first

proceed with the kind of rough arguments just given, with its plausibility supported by
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its correctness in the case of uniform flow. However, the pressure fluctuations are not

only related to the quadratic terms in the fluctuations but also to the convection of

momentum of the mean motion due to turbulent fluctuations. Thus, if U(y) is the basic

parallel flow, in the equations of motion

du , TT du . dU . du 1 dp .
TT + U — 4- v -j- + Uj — = — + vAu,
dt dx ay ox,- p dx

(6.5)
dv dv dv 1 dp
T, + U T +«i7-= a + "Av>dt dx dx, p dy

dw . TT dw , dw 1 dp ,
"T7 + U + Uj — =   + v\w,
dt dx dx,- p dz

there is the term v dU/dy. If Taylor's hypothesis were true. Then u = f(x — Ut), v =

g(x — Ut), w = h(x — Ut), and we have approximately, for large Rx and small turbu-

lence levels,

dx pV dy'

dp dU
dx

f'O-dz

(6.6)

Hence,

p= -p~G{x- Ut), where (?'© = g(Q,

—= 0

dy

and the second equation of (6.6) gives

dp d2U r/: . (dU\ , * x

this is generally true only when

dy - dy2 -

i.e., when the main flow is uniform. There is, therefore, no general justification of extend-

ing Taylor's hypothesis to the case of shear flow.

One may still attempt to justify it on the basis that

UT
dx

»
dU

v ~T~
dy

Then it may be expected to hold only for components of wave length k such that

kU » ~ or ky » f
dy U dy
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The latter form is useful when the experimental data are presented in scales of log y,

For boundary layers, experimental values at y/8 = 0.2 (Townsend8) give roughly

ky 0.9 or kS ̂ i> 4.5.

In terms of the wave-length A of the disturbance, this means that

j « 0.7.

Thus, the wave-length must be much less than the boundary layer thickness in order

that Taylor's hypothesis may apply.

For smaller values of y/8, the restriction is even more severe. For larger values

y/8, the condition

ky » 1

may be taken as a rough approximation, until one comes to the region where inter-

mittency becomes appreciable (£ = 0.02 in Townsend's experiment). Before this point

is reached, and with y > 0.2 8, y(dU/dy) and U both increase slightly with y, making

the resultant change in the quantity (y/XJ) (dU/dy) fairly small.

Thus, at y/8 = 0.6, we must have

k8 » 1.5,

or

f«4.
This means that for harmonic components with wave-lengths of the order of magnitude

of the boundary layer thickness, Taylor's assumption is barely applicable at y/8 — 0.6.

Klebanoff and Diehl7 presented their results in terms of nLJU, where n is the time

frequency in cycles, and Lx = 0.4 8. The above condition becomes then

^>>0.1.

With reference to their Figure 25, it is seen that this condition is satisfied from the

?r5/3 range upwards. Shear-contributing fluctuations, however, do not satisfy this

requirement.

It should be noted, however, that the wave-length U/n that may be assigned to the

n~5/3 range is of the order of magnitude of the thickness of the boundary layer (5/2

to 8). This is rather large for the application of Kolmogoroff's theory. The possibility is

not to be excluded that the disturbances are actually propagating downstream at a

lower speed analogous to oscillations in a laminar boundary layer.

Referring to (6.3), it is seen that for the observed level of turbulence in the boundary

layer, the non-linear terms does not cause much inaccuracy in the application of Taylor's

hypothesis. This is contrary to the conjecture that might be based on the fact that the

quadratic terms are important in the phenomena of turbulent motion.
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